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Are you selling insurance online?

Got it cracked yet?

Still learning?

Michael Ward
Managing Director
PayingTooMuch.com
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Why me?

1987 – I became a ‘financial advisor’, (with a degree in Physics!)

1990 – Founded Direct Life and Pension Services

2000 – LDC VC investment

2001 – Skipton purchased business

2008 – Skipton sold to Cardif Pinnacle

2011 – Founded PayingTooMuch.com

PayingTooMuch.com

• So far we’ve spent >£2.5m advertising insurance online

• Superb technology, clever people, most modern techniques, doing everything ‘right’

So what have we achieved?
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Well, we’ve achieved quite a lot…
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Travel Insurance!
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Travel Insurance

• All underwritten

• Lots of complicated questions

• The price quoted is the price you pay

• Credit card checkout

• Hardly any ‘buyer remorse’

• High repeat buy rates

• Very high levels of customer satisfaction
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Life Insurance – a different story…
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Why?

• First we need to persuade the public that they need life insurance.

• Some have given up talking about the product, talk about gyms instead.

• It’s not the price - the actual cost is half what customers think it will be.

• Price comparison has reduced margin, so who is doing the ‘persuading’?
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How can we sell more life insurance?

• Life insurance needs to be ‘sold’, (no one wakes up desperate to buy life insurance)

• Life insurance competes for ‘shelf space’ with other financial services products

• We need to do something to motivate the sellers to sell more:

 Make the product easier to sell, (an industry wide education campaign?)

 Encourage sellers to spend more time ‘persuading’, client by client
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The Solution !

① Introduce non-contestable life insurance

a. Trust in insurance is low, (customers believe insurers routinely try not to pay)

② We need premiums and commissions to rise

a. Customers think it’s much more expensive than it is, we are too cheap

b. Sellers need more commission to ‘persuade’ customers to buy

c. A worked example…

Current Flexible Commission Product

Full Commission Nil Commission Full Commission Nil Commission

Premium £20 £15 £25 £15

Indemnity £480 N/A £960 N/A

Non-Indemnity £624 N/A £1,920 N/A
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A final thought from Einstein…
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Thanks for listening.

Michael Ward
Managing Director

PayingTooMuch.com


